SPECIFIC AIMS (1 PAGE)
Summarize the broad, long-range objectives and goals of the proposed Research Program.
[See below for additional sections]

RESEARCH PLAN (12 PAGES)
 When writing your narrative, please consider the following message from Dr. de Vere White:
o The whole emphasis has changed and they now welcome descriptions of how the SRs
contribute to the research of the Center. Most SRs devote 2 pages to describe this. Some even
describe how they interact with other Shared Resources.
A. Shared Resource Overview


Include any responses to prior critique or EAC suggestions

B. Personnel and Management



Describe the qualifications of the shared resource director(s) and the competence of key technical staff
Describe the management structure

C. Major services, Technologies, Equipment and Expertise provided



Describe major services, technologies, equipment, and expertise provided
Describe their importance to the scientific needs and objectives of the Center (i.e., how the shared resources
support the research of the Programs).

D. Cost-effectiveness


Describe the cost-effectiveness of the resource relative to other options for obtaining the service, such as outside
vendors, when applicable.

E. Users




Describe your users base
What is your anticipated use of service for the next period?
User metrics: [Placeholder] Do not complete this table – we will use the metrics you give us (see below) to fill out
this table.
Total number users (do not include members from
other Centers)
Percent of users who are center members with peer
reviewed support
Percent of users who are center members without
peer reviewed support

F. Accomplishments


How was the SR used to contribute to the research of the Center?
o Provide specific examples of projects, e.g., by program
o [optional] Interactions with any other SRs?
o [optional] Did your SR contribute any products for resource sharing (e.g., resources available to the larger
scientific community – e.g., OBOC libraries, genomic mutation panel, mouse models)?

G. Processes relevant to facility planning and oversight
H. Policies



I.

Describe policies on operation and use of the shared resource, e.g., access, priorities, hours of operation,
staffing, etc., and charge back systems.
For institutionally managed (as opposed to Cancer Center managed) resources, describe the Center’s role in
planning and oversight of the shared resource(s).

Future plans

USER INFO
Supply a list of users (2010 – 2015). Please indicate dates (years) of usage (e.g., 2015 vs 2012).
This will be used to populate the tables in the narrative and help with generating pub lists.

PROJECT SUMMARY/ABSTRACT (30 lines)
[See below for additional sections]

ATTACHMENTS


Sources of support for Shared Resources
The requested budget for each Shared Resource should reflect realistic needs in terms of support from
other sources (e.g., institutional or Cancer Center support or recovery from chargebacks) and any other
specific additional requirements. Provide the following information for the most current grant year and for
the proposed period of support.

Sources of Support for Shared Resources
Income source
Current Support
($)
CCSG
Fee for
Service/Chargebacks
Other
Total Operating
Budget

Percent of
Current Total
Budget

Proposed Support
– Year 1 ($)

Percent of
Proposed Total
Budget

